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21$1/'! <,2$;'3! 7+$12%<! *(17'+,--)! 0'*1''$! 7+$12%<1;;+!
<01$/%$/! *,$,;,/+3! 7+$12%<! ('),%(<')! 1$7! &1(+%$/! <,$*'$*!




)01(%$/! 1$$(,1<0')! *01*! 1%;;! 21)'! >1-('$>1<0'! )21(*! 71*1!
7%))'2%$1*%,$!1$7!4%'(+!2,('!%)10;'3!(';%10;'!1$7!)<1;10;'!%$!
,$$,(*%$%)*%<! 7%)<,$$'<*%,$! *,;'(1$*! $'*1,()),! 2$! $1(*$'()0%$!
1%*0!.,**%$/012!>%*+!>,%$<%;3!1'!1%;;!0%%;7!1$7!7'$;,+!1!('1;+
1,(;7! *')*0'7! 10%<0! %$*'/(1*')! >1-('$>1<0'! 1%*0! 1!
;%/0*1'%/0*! $%0;%)0?)%0)<(%0'! 2'))1/%$/! *(1$)$,(*! $(,*,<,;!
7')%/$'7!-,(!<,$$'<*%$/!<,$)*(1%$'7!7'&%<')3!$',$;'3!&'0%<;')!
1$7!%$-(1)*(%<*%('!*,!<,$*(%0%*'!*,11(7)!%$*'/(1*%&'!)21(*!<%*+!










8:;! >,! #1*0%1)'';1$3! Y,! >(,1<(,-*,! 0%3( *!+$$6( <!!2( 1( ;%%2( *3$!,( '%(
.!+)3,!( +10&/7(2!,:%,*+/1!(&/(-/:%,*+'&%/,(!/',&1(<!'.%,8),!>,((!
10)?"!":,"=9!:!*9""!.&!$,!$,!9""!,!




8=;! I,!4('1'3!',!51/$'(3!',!>(%21%*0%(1%3! 2,! :)1(1)3! 1$7!I,!8%*)<0'(,!








9""!,! .12.!+( .+/+7&/7( 1/10%,,$!))( 2,%231!,( .%-&$&'6( &/(
-/:%,*+'&%/,(!/',&1(<!'.%,8),!>,((!10)?"!"","!B5=!*9""!.,!
85;! @%+$03! =%! #1$! @1! 1$7! (17'$),&%<3! '%;'$1,! 1( /%5!$( 1,%)),$+6!,(
:,+*!.%,8( :%,( $+,7!,)1+$!( !*!,7!/16( 1%**3/&1+'&%/),! <0'! ":*0!
2$*'($1*%,$1;! 5%(';'))! >,22%$%<1*%,$)! 1$7! ',0%;'! >,2$%*%$/!
>,$-'('$<'!*25>'>!9""B.3!#$1%$3!9""B,!
89;! <,! A'3! K,! A%3! ',! 4'(;1,! )%1&+$( 1+10&/7( +/2( 1%/'!/'( ,!',&!5+$( &/(


















































































































































8"!;! '! (17'$),&%<,! (%7/&'&5!( 2,&5+16( :%,( 2!,)%/+$( ($%32),! ',0%;'!
2$-,(21*%,$!#+)*'2)!9""!&!B""B"":&"B!*9""!.!
8"B;! >,!8'([$'$3! Y,!H**! 1$7! <,!8[())[%$'$,!'0!( #<=( )&*3$+'%,( :%,( $'<(
2,%'%1%$(=5+$3+'&%/,!#2'#<,,;)D"9&!9$7!2$*'($1*%,$1;!>,$-'('$<'!,$!
#%2%;1*%,$!<,,;)!1$7!<'<0$%4%'),!(,2',!9""9,!
8"5;! /,! I1;+! 1$7! ',! @110(,! )%1&+$( /!'.%,8( +/+$6)&)( :%,( ,%3'&/7( &/(
2&)1%//!1'!2( 2!$+6,'%$!,+/'( *+/!'),! :(,<''7%$/)! ,-! >>'!',0%@,<3!
9""B,!
8"9;! #,!I'($01<03!.,!<1-*3! Y,!8%(,)'3!#,!5'%$)0'(/3! >,!I%,*3!>,!>)0)1$,!
(+10!( 1%/'!/',)!$!1'&%/( #%$&1&!)( :%,( )',!+*&/7( 5&2!%( )!,5&1!),!
2.GH>H'!$,"+9,!9""!,!
89";! I,!G('+3!',!4,'))'$)3!>,!8'(21(('<,!7!0+5!+( 7!0+5&%,+$( (+10!( :%,(
6!-((%/'!/'3!I>2#!9"" ,!
89";! )+/( /,+/1&)1%( 1+-)( 2+'+( ',+1!)3! 7,1$;,17'7! -(,2! *0'! >10! #$,**%$/!
$(,6'<*3!\0**$&??<10)$,**%$/,,(/?1$%R!-,(!*0'!$'(%,7!9"!#'$!9"""N!9"!H<*!
9"""!
899;! #,! #1013! >,! A%)+1$'$),! 1$7! >,! K;1+Y11))%,! (%%#!,+'&5!( 1+10&/7(
'0,%370( ,%3'&/7( 1%/',%$( &/( &/:%,*+'&%/,1!/',&1( /!'.%,8),! :(,<,! 2///!
2.GH>H'!9"":3!$,!"""N"" 3!9"":,!





89=;! 4,!>1(,-%/;%,3!A,!'')%$713! 1$7!A,!'%)<1(%';;,,!8%&/'( :%,.+,2&/7(+/2(
1+10&/7( .&'0( $+'!/16( +.+,!/!))( &/( &/:%,*+'&%/,1!/',&1( /!'.%,8&/7,!
>,2$%*,!.'*1,3!&,!"""3!$,!"::N"=:!9""!,!
89!;! 6,+4,! >0%$! '*! 1;,! )!$:&)0( 1+10&/7( &/( 2&)',&-3'!2( )6)'!*)+( 1( 7+*!(
'0!%,!'&1(+/+$6)&),! !:(,<,!9:(7!>$$%,!>>'!#+2$,!:(%$<%$;')!I%)*(%0,!
>,2$%*,! *:HI>.3!.'1!K,()3!.K3!##>3! 9"" 3! $$,! 9"N:",! 8H$;%$';,!
>&1%;10;'&!0**$&??7,%,1<2,,(/?"","" =?"""R"B!B,""""BB"!




895;! >,! I10%(2,/0177123! ',! ',! 61(%6,%/03! 1$7! Y,! 41(<%1+A%$1><'&'),!
9/2!,)'+/2&/7(%#'&*+$(1+10&/7(+/2(%##%,'3/&)'&1(1+10&/7(+'(:'0!(!27!4(
%:(&/:%,*+'&%/,1!/',&1(/!'.%,8),!:(,<,!2>.,!.'1!K,()3!.K3!##>3!9"" 3!













8::;! 5,,$! K,$/! 8%23! #,,$4,0$8%23! '0!( -*#$!*!/'+'&%/( %:( '0!( )*+,'(
/!)'&5+$( .+/+7!*!/'( .%2!$( 3)&/7( )',!+*&/7( )!,5&1!( -+)!2( %/( '0!(
(%*#$!"( *!1%7/&'&%/,! 2$*'($1*%,$1;! Y,%($1;! ,-! '%;*%2'7%1! 1$7!
#0%4%%*,%)!/$/%$''(%$/!&,!53!$,!!'1(<0!9"":!




#::$%+2&/7( '!10/%$%7&!),! #$'<%1;! #'<*%,$! ,$! >+0'(+:0+)%<1;+#,<%1;!
>,2$%*%$/!1$7!.'*1,()%$/3!2///!><<')),!9""5,!
8:!;! @,!W0,%3!Y,!5%3!@,!W01,3!#,!<1$/3!>,!>0'$3!Y,!>0'$,!-/1!/'&5!,2,&5!/(




)%1&+$( 1%/'+1'( #+''!,/)( :%,( 2+'+( :%,.+,2&/7( &/( %##%,'3/&)'&1( *%-&$!(
/!'.%,8),! 2///!<(1$),!='0,!<'<0$,;,3! &,! !!3! $,! ""3!$,! "":B9N"":5:,!
9""B,!




8:9;! '%;'$1! (17'$),&%<3! .1*1)1! '%;%<+G(1+;%$/,! $!*%+( *+)2&2($%32+( 1(
<&70',.!&70'( .%-&$!( 2!,)%/+$( ($%32,! :(,<''7%$/)! ,-! *0'! ""*0! >>'!
',0%>,2!5,())0,$!,$!>01;;'$/'7!.'*1,()),!""!*".3!=B+=5,!9""=,!
8 ";! ',! (17'$),&%<3! =#@! @%+$0,! <%.,1%)'( .%-&$!( 2!,)%/+$( ($%32,!
5%(';'))! >,22%$%<1*%,$)! 1$7! ',0%;'! >,2$%*%$/! >,$-'('$<'!
*25>'>.3!9""!!2$*'($1*%,$1;!$,!5:!+5 "3!9""!,!
8 ";! A,! =%/$'(%3! <,! #$+(,$,%;,)3! >! 61(1)1*,! )',!+*&/7( (%/'!/'( :,%*( +(
3!0&13$+,( ($%32,! :(,<''7%$/)! ,-! *0'! /;'&'$*0! >>'! 5,())0,$! ,$!
>01;;'$/'7!.'*1,())!*>@>.<#!?"!.,!>>'3!.'1!K,()3!.K3!##>3!$,!
:9N  ,!9""!,!
8 9;! K%!W0'$/3!K1$<0%!A%%3! Y%$/!K%1$3!Z%$/!Z%',!9,-+/( 1%*#3'&/7( .&'0(
'+"&1+-),! :(,<,! >>'! >,$-'('$<'! ,$! #0%4%%*,%)! >,2$%*%$/!
*#0%>,2$.3!.'1!K,()3!.K3!##>3!9""",!
8 :;! =#@! @%+$03! ',! (17'$),&%<3! (,! Y,0$,! 9/2!,)'+/2&/7( -/:%,*+'&%/(
(!/',&1(<+6!,(%:(12+#'&5!( %$$+-%,+'&5!( +10&/7(/,+*!.%,8(&/(.%-&$!(
$&)1%//!1'&%/,2,%/!( <!'.%,8)9! 2$*'($1*%,$1;! 5%(';'))!
>,22%$%<1*%,$)!1$7!',0%;'!>,2$%*%$/!>,$-'('$<'!*25>'>.3!9""5,!
8  ;! =#@! @%+$03! ',! (17'$),&%<,! 9/2!,)'+/2&/7( (%*#$!*!/'+,6( .3$'&,
$+6!,((%$$+-%,+'&5!(5!3,&)'&1)(:%,(12+#'&5!((+10&/7(&/(5!'!,%7!/!%3)(
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